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Fig. "." Schematic representations of the morphologies obtained for
diblock copolymer melts (reproduced from [!"], copyright (!##$) with
permission from The American Chemical Society).

uct !N determines the degree of microphase separation. Depending on !N, three
di!erent regimes can be distinguished: (") the weak-segregation limit (WSL) for
!N ! "#; ($) the intermediate segregation region (ISR) for "# < !N ! %# and
(&) the strong segregation limit (SSL) for !N " !.
In bulk, the minority block is segregated from the majority block forming

regularly-shaped and uniformly-spaced nanodomains ["$]. The shape of the seg-
regated domains in a diblock is governed by the volume fraction of the minority
block, f , and block incompatibility. Figure "." shows the equilibrium morpholo-
gies documented for diblock copolymers ["&]. At a volume fraction of # $#%, the
minority block forms a body-centred cubic spherical phase in the matrix of the
majority block. It changes to hexagonally packed cylinders at a volume fraction
# &#%. Alternating lamellae are formed at approximately equal volume fractions
for the two blocks. At a volume fraction of # &'%, the minority block forms
gyroid or perforated layers at moderate and high incompatibility, respectively.
Furthermore, the smallest dimension of a segregated domain, e. g., the diameter
of a cylinder, is proportional to the two-thirds power of the molar mass of the
minority block and can typically be tuned from # % to # "## nm by changing the
molar mass of the block ["(].
In analogy to their bulk behavior, diblock copolymers also self-assemble in block-

selective solvents, which solubilize one but not the other block, forming micelles
of various shapes ["%, ")]. If the soluble block is predominant, the insoluble block
aggregates to produce spherical micelles. As the length of the soluble block is de-
creased relative to the insoluble block, cylindrical micelles or vesicles are formed.
For a given diblock, unusual micelles with shapes di!ering from spheres can some-
times be induced by the use of increasingly poor solvent for the insoluble block
["%, "*]. Figure ".$ illustrates schematically the structure and chain packing in four
types of diblock copolymer micelles where the black block is insoluble.
ABC triblock copolymers or (A)n(B)m(C)l also undergo self-assembly in bulk or

block-selective solvents. Triblocks have many more block segregation patterns than
diblocks and some of the patterns are aesthetically appealing. Figure ".& illustrates
triblock bulk segregation patterns that were already known by "++% ["']. Over the
next "# years or so, approximately ten more structures were added to the triblock
copolymer morphology list. Block segregation pattern complexity increases further
for tetra- and pentablocks, thus making the list almost infinite.

body-centred cubic spherical phase

hexagonally packed cylinders

gyroid or perforated layers

Alternating lamellae
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Fig. $!.$ Various thin film morphologies of block copolymers are
shown. In (a) the surface favors one block, whilst the substrate the
other. The situation where the block copolymer is neutral to either sur-
face (b) is very unusual. It is possible to create a neutral substrate for
the copolymer, and it may tolerate high energy interfaces in order to
satisfy the likelihood that one of the blocks favors the air interface (c).

of templating with block copolymers is that the final structures are generally very
ordered, and generating surfaces with irregular structures is di!cult. Experiments
to address these problems will be described in this chapter.
Surfaces can invoke ordering in free block copolymer chains, but tethered chains

are particularly interesting. Grafted chains allow control of materials against aggre-
gation (colloidal stabilization) and can also compatibilize inorganic with organic
materials. The behavior of grafted chains in response to environmental e"ects is
particularly important in nanoscience as it allows switchability; the reversible tai-
loring of surface properties is important in molecular actuators. Temperature, pH,
electric fields and solvent environment are examples of external stimuli that can
be useful here.
We will discuss block copolymer films and grafted block copolymer films in turn,

highlighting their properties, with particular relevance to nanoscience. We end the
chapter with a discussion of how (graft) copolymers can be used in the reconstruc-
tion of a polymer film surface. Although this chapter does not specifically concern
ordering of block copolymers, the perturbing e"ect of surfaces and interfaces does
provide a means to order films. Chapter # of this volume provides a much more
comprehensive treatment of ordering processes and complements some of the
material contained within the present chapter.
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In thin films, the lamellae formed by symmetric block copolymers can
orient either parallel or perpendicular to the substrate. A number of possible
arrangements of the lamellae are possible, depending on the surface energies of
the blocks and that of the substrate, and whether the film is confined at one or
both surfaces. These are illustrated in Figure 4. In the case that a different block

Fig. 4. Possible configurations of lamellae in block copolymer films: (a) confined at one
surface and (b) confined at both surfaces.
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#!.!
Block Copolymer Films

Block copolymer films can be easily created by spin casting the polymer from so-
lution. The resultant film is rarely in equilibrium, but the polymer may approach
equilibrium through heat treatment, or by using solvent vapor to increase mobility
in the film. We mentioned in the Introduction that films will order with the block
with the lowest surface energy segregating to the surface, and the block that prefers
the substrate will also segregate there. Whilst various microscopic techniques are
capable of looking at the lateral structure, the observation of lamellar structure in
polymer films is di!cult without sectioning, but can be achieved using neutron
reflectometry. We show in Fig. "#.# examples of block copolymer structures ob-
tained using both transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of sectioned samples

Fig. #!.! Data illustrating lamellar structure in block copolymer films.
(a) TEM image of a polystyrene-block-poly(!-vinyl pyridine) showing a
lamellar morphology when covering an OH-terminated self-assembled
monolayer ["]. The darker regions correspond to the poly(!-vinyl pyridine)
block, which was stained with iodine to enhance contrast. Neutron reflec-
tometry data (b) and volume fraction-depth profiles (c) are shown for a block
copolymer of poly(ethyl ethylene) and poly(ethylene propylene) [#]. The ODT
for the block copolymer described in (b) and (c) were measured as $%& K
(data shown are used with permission and are copyright ('%%() of The Ameri-
can Chemical Society and ('%%!) of The American Institute of Physics).

a) TEM image of a polystyrene-
block-poly(2-vinyl pyridine)
poly(2-vinyl pyridine) block was 
stained with iodine to enhance 
contrast.

Neutron reflectometry data (b) 
and volume fraction-depth 
profiles (c) are shown for a 
block copolymer of poly(ethyl 
ethylene) and poly(ethylene 
propylene).
ODT visible
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Fig. ".! The tapping-mode SFM phase images
(a and b) of thin films of a cylinder-forming
polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-polysty-
rene (PS-b-PB-b-PS) after solvent annealing
showing a sequence of phases as a func-
tion of the height profile (c), which is in good
agreement with the simulation of an A!B"#A!
copolymer film (d). Owing to preferential wet-
ting, the silicon substrate is covered with a

homogeneous "$-nm thick PB layer, which,
with increasing thickness from left to right,
is followed by isolated domains of PS, paral-
lel oriented PS cylinders, perforated lamella,
parallel oriented PS cylinders again and
finally two layers of parallel oriented cylinders
(reproduced from Knoll et al. [!%], copyright
(#$$#) with permission from The American
Physical Society).

temperatures of the constituent blocks, preferably in an inert atmosphere or un-
der vacuum, for a specific time. For polymers with high molecular weights and
complex architectures, the high degree of chain entanglements and the di!cult
di"usion of one polymer block through the domains of the other blocks pose large
kinetic barriers to equilibrium. In such cases, and for partially crystalline BCs with
high fusion temperatures, the annealing window for the relevant conditions of tem-
perature and time that are theoretically necessary and those of the order–disorder
transition or polymer decomposition, may be insu!cient to reach equilibrium. On
the other hand, degradation of one or more blocks has been used to stabilize the
morphologies for further applications, through decomposition, partial oxidation
or cross-linking [#$, #%, #&, '(–'$], or even to induce a hierarchical transition of
morphologies [''].
Alternative annealing approaches entail an increase in chainmobility by the addi-

tion of some type of plasticizer, either transient, such as a solvent, or low molecular
weight homopolymers [')], which also swell each domain. Exposing thin films to
vapors of a good solvent potentially allows long-range equilibrium morphologies
to be produced without any thermal treatment. However, as genuinely neutral sol-
vents are rare, the use of solvents selective for one block may induce structures
far removed from the equilibrium situation [$*, '%–)+], which remain frozen after
solvent removal and are sometimes di!cult to obtain by other methods ['*]. As
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Fig. ".$ Schematic of apparatus used to
induce alignment in BC thin films:
(a) In the roll-caster (upper view and section)
two independent rollers, one of stainless steel
and the other of Teflon, are driven at the same
angular velocity by two independent motors
and separated by a micrometer-controlled

gap. (b) In the shear-alignment set-up the
PDMS pad is pressed with a constant weight
against the film; the support is heated at the
annealing temperature while the displace-
ment of the pressing block is continuously
monitored with a laser–mirror–optical sensor
assembly.

most of the investigations being focused on PS-b-PMMA. Although morphologies
parallel to the substrate could be obtained using an in-plane field, a uniaxial ori-
entation along the field and perpendicular to the substrate is preferably induced
between the electrodes compressing the film. As initially proposed by Russell and
coworkers, a convenient procedure consists in the preparation of films between
two Kapton sheets coated on one side with Al, with the film thickness controlled
through Kapton spacers. Kapton is a commercially available polyimide with excel-
lent mechanical properties that allows further manipulation after alignment of the
domains [!"] and facilitates sample characterization, such as for microtoming. To
avoid electric shorting, one of the electrodes has to be placed in contact with the
polymer, while the second is inverted with the Kapton side facing the polymer.
The general statement that the orientation of BC microdomains is possible if

the applied field is high enough for a given di#erence in the dielectric constant
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greater control over the microdomain orientations. This approach will be dis-
cussed in further detail in Sect. 4.1, with other methods that use top-down
approaches to control the bottom-up block copolymer patterns.

2.2.3
Application of an External Field

External fields have been widely used to align block copolymer microdo-
mains. This approach relies on the ability to couple an external applied bias
field to some molecular or supermolecular feature, and thus achieve direc-
tional control over the microdomains. External fields, such as an electric
field [61–63], mechanical flow field [53–55], and temperature gradient [60],
have been utilized to control the long-range orientation of block copolymers
in the bulk state.

Morkved et al. [77] examined the effect of an electric field on PS-b-PMMA
block copolymer thin film morphology applied across the film through mi-
crofabricated electrodes. In-plane cylinders were found to be aligned par-
allel to the electric field lines after long annealing times. By adjusting
the polymer–electrode interfacial effects, Elhadj et al. [94] also described
an approach for producing a metastable state with polystyrene cylinders
of poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene) (PS-b-PI-b-PS) triblock copolymers to
orient perpendicular to the electric field lines. Thurn-Albrecht et al. [78–
81] studied this system in further detail and demonstrated that a vertically
ordered cylindrical PMMA microstructure was achieved when the electric
field was applied perpendicular to the film surface (Fig. 3). Through theoret-
ical analysis [79, 123], these researchers also proposed that the driving force
for the alignment is the orientation-dependent polarizability of the original
anisotropic microdomains. Recently, a sequential, orthogonal electrical field
approach [82] has been used to gain biaxial control of microdomain pattern
alignment, and give long-range, 3D ordered lamellar microdomains in PS-b-
PMMA thin films.

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of control over block copolymer thin film orientation by
applying an electric field to orient PS-b-PMMA cylinders perpendicular to the substrate
(taken from [43])
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Fig. #.$ Cross-sectional TEM of !!"" nm (a) and !#"" nm (b) symmetric
PS-b-PMMA films between PDMS coated Kapton electrodes annealed at
$#" °C under !%" V µm"$ electric field for & and $& h, respectively. The
scale bar represents $"" nm (reproduced from Xu et al. [$$#], copyright
('""%) with permission from The American Chemical Society).

strates with modulated interfacial interactions [!!", !#", !#$]. In the presence of
a preferential interaction of one block with the substrate (see Section %.&.!) such
e'ects are dominant for film thicknesses up to approximately !( L(, regardless of
the electric field applied normal to the surface (see, for example, Fig. %.)a). For
thicker films, the e'ects dissipate with distance from the surface and the domains
orient in the direction of the electric filed, at least in the interior of the film (Fig.
%.)b), with a distance of propagation inversely proportional to the strength of the
interfacial interactions [!#$].
All of these melt-based procedures su'er severe limitations because of the

melt viscosity itself, which is directly dependent on the molecular weight and
architecture of BCs, and the thickness of the region to be oriented. In addition, the
achievement of high degrees of orientation eventually requires high temperatures
and electric field strengths close to the decomposition conditions. An alternative
approach to circumvent such restrictions consists in the addition of a neutral
solvent with the e'ect of increasing chain mobility, as already discussed above
for thermal annealing, thus facilitating large scale domain alignment. Concen-
trated diblock (PS-b-PI) [!#%] and triblock [polystyrene-block-poly(hydroxyethyl
methacrylate)-block-poly(methyl methacrylate), PS-b-PHEMA-b-PMMA] [!*(] co-
polymer solutions have been aligned under a dc electric field during solvent
evaporation, leading to highly anisotropic bulk samples (Fig. %.&). Orientation
kinetics and mechanisms of alignment, i. e., grain orientation and nucleation
and growth of domains, have been corroborated by simulations [!#%] based on
dynamic density functional theory [!*!].
In summary, several groups have demonstrated that the application of unidi-

rectional electric fields coupled with an appropriate choice of materials and exper-

!." Orientation by External Fields !"#

Fig. $.% !D-SAXS pattern (a), azimuthal intensity distribution for a
first-order reflection (b) and TEM micrograph (c) of a bulk sample pre-
pared from a "# wt-% solution in toluene of symmetric PS-b-PI (Mn =
$# ###). The arrows indicate the direction of the electric field and the
scale bar represents "## nm (reproduced from Böker et al. [%!&], copy-
right (!##') with permission from The American Chemical Society).

imental conditions allow an e!ective fabrication of patterns with a high degree
of orientation and high aspect ratio, suitable for nanotechnological applications.
However, orientation of domains is azimuthally degenerate and a further improve-
ment to achieve morphologies with orientation controlled in the three dimensions
logically requires the application of a second, orthogonal, external field. The first
sequential combination towards long-range, "-D ordered thin films was shown to
control the orientation of lamellar microdomains through the application of an
elongational flow field to obtain an in-plane orientation in !"# µm thick films,
and an electric field normal to the surface [$"%]. The concurrent application of the
orthogonal field, e. g., a mechanical shearing, is expected to reduce the presence
of defects and grain boundaries in an even more e!ective fashion.
A further alignment approach is available for materials that exhibit anisotropic

susceptibility due to an anisotropic molecular structure. Magnetic field induced
orientation has been achieved for liquid crystalline diblock copolymers with a
dielectric diamagnetic isotropy, possibly through the magnetic alignment of LC
mesogens [$"", $"&], and also for BCs with a crystallizable block through an accu-
rate control of the crystallization process [$"']. The latter investigation is particu-
larly likely to open a new fruitful research field and, at the same time, pave the way
to an alternative method of relatively wide applicability, which only has the prereq-
uisite of a high nucleation density during crystallization. Magnetic fields also o!er
the ability to apply very high fields without the risks of electric fields, associated
with the danger and limit of electric breakdown.
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!."."
Solvent Evaporation and Thermal Gradient

The observation of lamellar and cylindrical microdomains in thin films perpendic-
ular to the surface as a result of solvent evaporation was first reported by Turturro
and coworkers [!"#] and then investigated in more detail by Kim and Libera for
a similar triblock copolymer [!"$, !"%]. On the basis of these and other studies
on either spun-cast or solution-cast films from solutions in a good solvent for all
the blocks, a reasonable mechanism of orientation could be proposed (Fig. &.#).
In the first moments after deposition the Tg of the swollen film is still well be-
low room temperature, thus allowing free chain mobility. With the decrease in the
solvent concentration, the BC undergoes a transition from the disordered to the
ordered state and, as in thin films the di'usion of the solvent produces a gradi-
ent of concentration, the ordering front rapidly propagates from the air surface
to the substrate. The consequent decrease of Tg below room temperature, for at
least one block, locks in the structures, which, due to the high directionality of
the solvent gradient, are highly oriented normal to the surface. This behavior has
been reported so far for films of less than one-half micron thick, e. g., on PS-PB
systems [!"#–!"&], polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO) [!(), !(!] and
polystyrene-block-polyferrocenyldimethylsilane (PS-b-PFS) [!(*], whereas the appli-
cability of these conditions can be extended to any BCs having the Tg of one block
above room temperature.
Notwithstanding the excellent results obtained by the Hashimoto group [!(",

!((], the use of temperature gradient apparatus to produce highly oriented single
crystals is limited to bulk samples and presumably it is too di+cult to suppose that
this approach could be suitable of general use.

Fig. #.$ Schematic of the solvent evaporation in a diblock copolymer
thin film (adapted from [#"!]). The di$usion produces a gradient in
the concentration of the solvent, [S], as a function of depth, d, which
induces an ordering front from the film surface to the substrate.
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Fig. #!.$ PEO-b-PS film before (a) and after (b) exposure to benzene
vapor [!"]. The vapor increases mobility in the film, which allows ordering
to take place. The images are SFM phase images (no topographic infor-
mation, but the cylinders represent the PEO blocks) of ! µm ! ! µm
(reproduced with permission and is copyright (!##") of Wiley-VCH).

them in an atmosphere of benzene. The evolution of the ordering is independent
of substrate type, which suggests that the ordering begins at the surface, where a
glassy polystyrene matrix vitrifies first on solvent evaporation, and proceeds deep
into the film [!"]. An example of the improvement that might be obtained in the
ordering in a diblock copolymer film is shown in Fig. #!.$. The same principle has
also been applied to PS-b-P!VP-b-PtBMA films using chloroform vapor to allow
the ordering to grow [!$]. More control over the structure and length scales can
be obtained with the addition of a homopolymer to the block copolymer [!%]. The
addition of a homopolymer is significant because it allows the length scale of the
ordering to be changed over a relatively wide range. This is important, because
the molecular weight scaling of domain size in ordered block copolymers is rather
weak. Tailoring relatively large length scale structures by molecular weight con-
trol is, therefore, problematic, because high molecular weight block copolymers
are di&cult to synthesize and have prohibitively slow ordering kinetics. To be ef-
fective at swelling ordered block copolymer domains, a homopolymer needs to be
miscible with one of the components, and not too large. The wrong choice of pa-
rameters will push the system to macroscopic phase separation, which is obviously
undesirable [!'].

#!.$
Block Copolymer Brushes

A single layer of polymer molecules attached to a surface by one end is known as a
polymer brush. The significance of polymer brushes in colloid science has long been
known; they are one of the most important ways of conferring stability to colloidal
particles, and brushes of water soluble polymers, particularly PEO, provide an ef-
fective method of creating surfaces that resist non-specific protein adsorption. The

PEO-b-PS film before (a) and after (b) exposure to 
benzene vapor
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2.2.2
Control of Substrate–Polymer Interactions

For diblock copolymer films composed of cylindrical or lamellar mi-
crodomains, the interfacial interactions dictate the wetting layers at both
the substrate and surface interfaces and, consequently, the orientation of the
microdomains in the film [41, 45, 67, 109–113, 115, 116]. Therefore, various
strategies have been utilized to control the interfacial interactions to achieve
large-area microdomains with desirable orientations.

One way of achieving a perpendicular orientation of microdomains is to
remove or balance all interfacial interactions, i.e., use nonpreferential or neu-
tral surfaces (Fig. 2). Under these conditions, a perpendicular orientation is
favored over a parallel arrangement because of an entropic effect [69, 121].
Genzer et al. [122] and Peters et al. [72] demonstrated control of interfacial
interactions by the modification of self-assembling monolayer (SAM) sub-
strates. Symmetric, neutral, and asymmetric wetting of the block copolymer
thin films on the modified SAM substrates can be created to direct the block
copolymer thin film orientations. Kellogg et al. [67] achieved the same objec-
tive by placing random copolymers, consisting of the same monomeric units
as the diblock copolymer, at the confining surfaces. In order to avoid potential
diffusion of the random copolymers into the confined diblock layer, Man-
sky et al. [42, 68–71] anchored brushes of random copolymers of PS-r-PMMA
to silicon substrates, and capped surface-philic perfluorodecanoyl-terminated
PS-r-PMMA random copolymers at the PS-b-PMMA block copolymer/air in-
terface. The compositions of the random copolymers were tailored so that
neutral surfaces could be achieved at both substrate and air interfaces. Sym-
metrical lamellae as well as asymmetrical cylindrical PS-b-PMMA block
copolymer microdomains were found to orient perpendicular to the inter-
faces throughout the entire film thickness.

In addition to the aforementioned methods for controlling substrate–
polymer interactions uniformly across the entire surface, the use of top-down
lithographic techniques to chemically pattern substrates provides spatial con-
trol over these substrate–polymer interactions and therefore provides even

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of control of block copolymer thin film orientations by
adjusting polymer–substrate interactions: neutral interfaces

orientation using a neutral layer
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square centimeter, were prepared through direct current electrodeposition. The
principle is illustarted in Figure 21.15.

The pores can be also filled with silicon tetrachloride, and, by hydrolysis with
traces of water (nanoreactor), an array of silicon oxide posts in an organic matrix is
produced (Kim 2001). In this case the organic support matrix is removed using RIE.
A schematic diagram of the different steps used to fabricate SiO2 nanoposts is
shown in Figure 21.16. Such roughened surfaces have tremendous promise for
sensory and on-chip separations application.

By using block copolymers, nanoporous and nanorelief ceramic films can be
prepared with important applications as selective separation membranes, next
generation catalysts, and photonic materials.

Two well-defined triblock copolymers of the A1BA2 type, where A is PI and B is
poly(pentamethyldisilylstyrene) (P(PMDSS)), were prepared. One material had a
combination of block lengths of 24/100/26 (kg/mol) and forms a double gyroid
morphology of PI network (volume fraction of PI: 33%) in a matrix of P(PMDSS)

CF4 RIE

SiO2 Growth

      Template
Cylinders: PMMA
Matrix: PS

SiCl4UV Exposure
Acetic Acid

B

C

A

SIO2 Nanoposts

1 2

3

Figure 21.16. Schematic diagram of the steps required to generate SiO2 nanoposts. (A) Block
copolymer films having cylindrical microdomains oriented normal to the surface. (B) Growth
of SiO2 within the nanopores generated by selective elimination of PMMA cylinders. (C)
Array of SiO2 nanoposts after removing PS matrix with CF4 RIE.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS 403
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$.%
Templated Self-assembly on Nanopatterned Surfaces

The combination of top-down strategies to fabricate patterns that direct the bottom-
up organization of organic or inorganic building blocks is a strategy often used in
the micrometer and, to a minor extent, in the nanometer regime. Also, in the
case of BCs, long-range order and orientation may be induced if self-assembly is
forced to occur into/onto a guide, either topographically or chemically patterned,
or in other !D- or "D-confinements. In this section, only the e#ect of surfaces with
features having periodicity commensurable with those of the BC morphologies is
considered. The study of the control of the registration and orientation of domains
by topographic confinements (in the form of surface relief or groove structures)
with a length scale much larger than the BC lattice parameters had a somehow dif-
ferent theoretical and historical development, and is better known as graphoepitaxy.
It will therefore be discussed later as it follows such di#erent nomenclature.
Rockford and coworkers decorated miscuit silicon wafers with gold to fabricate

striped and essentially flat surface of nonpolar gold and polar silicon oxide, with
periodicity ranging from $% to &% nm ['$(, '$)]. Films of symmetric PS-b-PMMA
solution cast onto such substrates showed, after thermal annealing, lamellar orien-
tation normal to the plane and parallel to the striping, with the greatest ordering for
patterns commensurable with the bulk lamellar period of the BC. A mismatch in
the length scale of '%% and !(% in thick and ultrathin films, respectively, appeared

Fig. $.& Schematic representation of the fab-
rication process of chemically nanopatterned
surfaces that template the self-assembly of
symmetric PS-b-PMMA (Mn = !"# """). SAM
of phenylethyltrichlorosilane is deposited on
a silicon wafer (a). Photoresist is then spin-
coated (b) and patterned with alternating
lines and spaces by ultraviolet interferomet-
ric lithography (c). The topographic pattern

is converted into a chemical pattern by irra-
diation with soft X-rays in the presence of
oxygen (d). After the photoresist removal (e),
a toluene solution of PS-b-PMMA is spin-
coated onto the patterned SAM (f). Thermal
annealing (g) facilitate surface-directed self-
assembly (reproduced from Kim et al. [!#$],
copyright (%""&) with permission from Nature
Publishing Group).

!"# ! Methods for the Alignment and the Large-scale Ordering of Block Copolymer Morphologies

Fig. $.% Cross-sectional images of symmetric PS-b-PMMA (Mn =
!"# """, L" = #$ nm) films on unpatterned surfaces (a) and chemi-
cally nanopatterned surfaces with #%.& nm periodicity (b), prepared
as reported in Fig. '.%. When the surface pattern is greater than L" (c),
lamellae exhibit an imperfect ordering (reproduced from Kim et al. [!#$],
copyright (("")) with permission from Nature Publishing Group).

to be su!cient to lose control over orientation. A novel integrated fabrication strat-
egy that makes use of advanced lithographic techniques has been tuned, by Nealey
and coworkers, to produce perfect periodic domain ordering ["#$, "#%]. Although
Nealey actually discussed epitaxial self-assembly, we prefer to reserve that term for
a di&erent methodology to control spatial and orientation order, as introduced by
De Rosa et al. ["#'] (for a definition of epitaxy see the next section). As schematically
reported in Fig. '.$, in the first essential step of this procedure a self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) is precisely patterned throughout the photoresist using extreme
ultraviolet interferometric lithography ["(), "("]. Following the conversion of the
topographic pattern to a chemical pattern and the photoresist removal, a symmetric
PS-b-PMMA is spin-coated onto the chemical pattern and, as the modified regions
present polar groups that preferentially wet the PMMA block, the self-assembly re-
sults in lamellae oriented perpendicular to the substrate. High quality defect-free
BC films require pretty much the same period of the chemical pattern and the
BC, with commensurability within just a few percent. For values within approxi-
mately ")%, the morphology can still be surface directed but it is not perfect (Fig.
'.%). An extension of this method, through the use of ternary blends of diblock co-
polymers and the corresponding homopolymers, demonstrated that is possible to
pattern chemical templates with periodicities substantially deviating from those of
the BC [*"]. Redistribution of homopolymer macromolecules during thermal an-
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thus leading to arrays with tunable row spacings [91]. In a similar manner,
Massey et al. fabricated oriented nanoscopic ceramic lines from cylindrical mi-
celles of a poly(ferrocenyl dimethylsilane-b-dimethylsiloxane) (PFS-b-PDMS)
block copolymer on e-beam defined resist grooves [92], Asakawa et al. utilized
300 nm groove patterns on a polymeric resist film to align the PS-b-PMMA
microdomains for magnetic data storage applications [83].

In addition to the aforementioned hard substrates, which are normally
defined by interference lithography and subsequent chemical etching tech-
niques, Deng et al. applied soft-lithographically defined PDMS molds onto
PS-b-PFS block copolymer solutions. After the solvent fully evaporated,
the PDMS molds were peeled off and submicron patterns containing block
copolymer spheres were generated on the substrates [134]. By introducing
sol-gel block copolymer solutions into patterned PDMS microchannel molds,
through the soft lithographic techniques of micromolding, micromolding in
capillaries, and microtransfer molding, Yang et al. [135, 136] have been able
to generate patterned mesoscale silica channels that preferred to align along
the axes of the PDMS microchannels as directed by the capillary force. These
patterned mesoporous silica patterns are potentially useful as waveguide ar-
rays and in integrated optical circuit applications. In a similar manner, Fan
et al. [137] demonstrated the utility of sol-gel block copolymers as self-
assembled “inks” for three rapid printing procedures: pen lithography, ink-jet
printing, and dip-coating of patterned self-assembled monolayers, to form
functional, hierarchically organized structures in seconds.

4.1.2
Chemically Patterned Substrate

By modifying the surface/interface energies in a periodic manner, chemically
patterned surfaces have also been widely used to control the orientation of
nanostructures over large areas (Fig. 6). Theoretical [138–145] and experi-
mental [73–76, 88, 89, 146] results have indicated that with the appropriate
surface grating and boundary conditions, lateral control over nanostructures
propagates microns away from the surface (deep into the film), thus providing
true 3D control of the self-assembly process. Russell and coworkers [73, 74]

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of controlling the block copolymer thin film orientations
by using top-down lithography-defined chemically patterned heterogeneous surface
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Templated Self-assembly on Nanopatterned Surfaces

The combination of top-down strategies to fabricate patterns that direct the bottom-
up organization of organic or inorganic building blocks is a strategy often used in
the micrometer and, to a minor extent, in the nanometer regime. Also, in the
case of BCs, long-range order and orientation may be induced if self-assembly is
forced to occur into/onto a guide, either topographically or chemically patterned,
or in other !D- or "D-confinements. In this section, only the e#ect of surfaces with
features having periodicity commensurable with those of the BC morphologies is
considered. The study of the control of the registration and orientation of domains
by topographic confinements (in the form of surface relief or groove structures)
with a length scale much larger than the BC lattice parameters had a somehow dif-
ferent theoretical and historical development, and is better known as graphoepitaxy.
It will therefore be discussed later as it follows such di#erent nomenclature.
Rockford and coworkers decorated miscuit silicon wafers with gold to fabricate

striped and essentially flat surface of nonpolar gold and polar silicon oxide, with
periodicity ranging from $% to &% nm ['$(, '$)]. Films of symmetric PS-b-PMMA
solution cast onto such substrates showed, after thermal annealing, lamellar orien-
tation normal to the plane and parallel to the striping, with the greatest ordering for
patterns commensurable with the bulk lamellar period of the BC. A mismatch in
the length scale of '%% and !(% in thick and ultrathin films, respectively, appeared

Fig. $.& Schematic representation of the fab-
rication process of chemically nanopatterned
surfaces that template the self-assembly of
symmetric PS-b-PMMA (Mn = !"# """). SAM
of phenylethyltrichlorosilane is deposited on
a silicon wafer (a). Photoresist is then spin-
coated (b) and patterned with alternating
lines and spaces by ultraviolet interferomet-
ric lithography (c). The topographic pattern

is converted into a chemical pattern by irra-
diation with soft X-rays in the presence of
oxygen (d). After the photoresist removal (e),
a toluene solution of PS-b-PMMA is spin-
coated onto the patterned SAM (f). Thermal
annealing (g) facilitate surface-directed self-
assembly (reproduced from Kim et al. [!#$],
copyright (%""&) with permission from Nature
Publishing Group).

what if pattern is greater than L0 ?

!"# ! Methods for the Alignment and the Large-scale Ordering of Block Copolymer Morphologies

Fig. $.% Cross-sectional images of symmetric PS-b-PMMA (Mn =
!"# """, L" = #$ nm) films on unpatterned surfaces (a) and chemi-
cally nanopatterned surfaces with #%.& nm periodicity (b), prepared
as reported in Fig. '.%. When the surface pattern is greater than L" (c),
lamellae exhibit an imperfect ordering (reproduced from Kim et al. [!#$],
copyright (("")) with permission from Nature Publishing Group).

to be su!cient to lose control over orientation. A novel integrated fabrication strat-
egy that makes use of advanced lithographic techniques has been tuned, by Nealey
and coworkers, to produce perfect periodic domain ordering ["#$, "#%]. Although
Nealey actually discussed epitaxial self-assembly, we prefer to reserve that term for
a di&erent methodology to control spatial and orientation order, as introduced by
De Rosa et al. ["#'] (for a definition of epitaxy see the next section). As schematically
reported in Fig. '.$, in the first essential step of this procedure a self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) is precisely patterned throughout the photoresist using extreme
ultraviolet interferometric lithography ["(), "("]. Following the conversion of the
topographic pattern to a chemical pattern and the photoresist removal, a symmetric
PS-b-PMMA is spin-coated onto the chemical pattern and, as the modified regions
present polar groups that preferentially wet the PMMA block, the self-assembly re-
sults in lamellae oriented perpendicular to the substrate. High quality defect-free
BC films require pretty much the same period of the chemical pattern and the
BC, with commensurability within just a few percent. For values within approxi-
mately ")%, the morphology can still be surface directed but it is not perfect (Fig.
'.%). An extension of this method, through the use of ternary blends of diblock co-
polymers and the corresponding homopolymers, demonstrated that is possible to
pattern chemical templates with periodicities substantially deviating from those of
the BC [*"]. Redistribution of homopolymer macromolecules during thermal an-
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ated metallic nanodots in microscopically defined locations [148, 149]. In this
system, the patternability is proposed to arise from crosslinking of the PS
block as well as chemical modification of P2VP/metal salts due to e-beam
exposure.

Although e-beam lithography can give excellent spatial control of func-
tional microdomains, this direct-write patterning process is not time-efficient
for large-area integration of functional devices. Techniques for rapid pattern-
ing of functional nanostructures are thus needed for real-time applications.
Ober et al. [106–108] have successfully developed a novel block copolymer

Fig. 7 Novel patternable block copolymers to achieve spatially controlled nanostructures.
a An asymmetric P!MS-b-PHS copolymer/photoacid generator/crosslinker solution was
spin-coated on a silicon substrate and formed vertical P!MS cylinders due to rapid
solvent evaporation. b 248 nm stepper exposure and subsequent development to form mi-
cropatterns with features as small as 400 nm. c Strong UV irradiation under high vacuum
to remove P!MS, thus generating patterned nanochannels

PαMS-PHS
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polymer degradation methodologies (Fig. 13). Thin films of P!MS-PHOST
(prepared by anionic polymerization and postpolymerization modification)
containing a PHOST-selective crosslinking agent (tetramethoxymethylgly-
couril) and a photoacid generator (triphenylsulfonium trifluorosulfonate)
were prepared by spin coating. Cylindrical domains of P!MS oriented per-
pendicular to the substrate surface were observed. Because of the high Tg
of the PHOST and the low ceiling temperature of the P!MS, UV irradiation
of these films (to generate free radicals) at 80 !C led to depolymerization
of the P!MS. By combining the lithographic characteristics of the PHOST
block with this degradation of the P!MS, the authors were able to show
that micron-sized patterns of the PHOST-P!MS block copolymer could be
generated by a standard lithographic process (negative-tone photoresist tech-
nology). In a second step, the block copolymer patterns could be rendered
nanoporous by depolymerization of the P!MS phase. AFM images showing
the precise control enabled by this approach are shown in Fig. 14. This mar-
riage of lithography and nanoporosity generation is quite powerful and will
likely find use in various applications as described by the authors.

A unique methodology for the generation of nanoporous thin films using
supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2) for potential nanolithographic applica-
tions was introduced in 2004 by Li et al. [53]. In this work, thin films of
PS-poly(perfluorooctylethyl methacrylate) [PFMA] were spin-cast onto sili-

Fig. 13 Nanofabrication process for obtaining spatially controlled nanopores. Reproduced
from [52]
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Fig. 14 AFM images showing photopatterned lines of nanoporous materials. A is for a film
thickness of 39 nm and B is for a film thickness of 127 nm. Reproduced from [52]

con wafers and shown to contain PFMA “nanodomains” (likely a single layer
of spherical inclusions of PFMA in a continuous PS matrix). The films were
then treated with scCO2 at elevated temperature resulting in selective swelling
of the CO2-philic PFMA domains and an overall increase in film thickness.
After an appropriate temperature quench, the PS matrix vitrified and subse-
quent depressurization led to empty nanocells “coated” with the low surface
energy PFMA. After a RIE step, “pitted” thin films were obtained with 1010

cells per cm2 (diameters of approximately 30 nm). These structures can, in
principle, be used as nanolithographic masks, low-dielectric films, or nanore-
actors. The authors also described how to control the size of the nanocells by
simply controlling the scCO2 pressure, allowing for a relatively simple tuning
protocol. This process for generating nanoporosity in block copolymer thin
films is quite unlike any other since the voids are templated by both a dis-
crete phase segregated material and an added, selective “solvent”. The scCO2
not only allows for expansion of the film, but also acts as a porogen of sorts.
This methodology was also expanded to monolithic nanoporous materials as
described below.
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Fig. 8 Schematic representation of block copolymer nanolithography process. a Sche-
matic cross-sectional view of a nanolithography template consisting of a uniform mono-
layer of PB spherical microdomains on silicon nitride. PB wets the air and substrate
interfaces. b Schematic of the processing flow when an ozonated copolymer film is used
as a positive resist, which produces holes in silicon nitride. c Schematic of the processing
flow when an osmium-stained copolymer film is used as a negative resist, which produces
dots in silicon nitride. (taken from [44])

Thomas and coworkers [90, 153, 160, 162, 163] incorporated etch-resistant
poly(ferrocenyl dimethylsilane) into block copolymer architectures and
used these organic-organometallic block copolymers in a straightforward
lithographic process to fabricate functional nanostructures, such as silicon
oxide [90] and cobalt magnetic dot arrays [153]. Due to the presence of iron
and silicon atoms in the blocks, the nanodomains of the organometallic por-
tion were resistant to removal by reactive ion etching. In this way, high etch
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Figure 9.10 Fabrication strategy used by Thomas and coworkers. (a) Pillars of silicon oxide
topped with oxidized PFS after etching with CHF3 based RIE. (b) Tungsten-topped cobalt
dots produced as final product. Bar ! 200 nm. (Reproduced from J. Y. Cheng et al. Adv.
Mater. 13, 1174 (2001) copyright (2001) with permission from Wiley-VCH).

Lithography with Self-Assembled Block Copolymer Microdomains 317
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9.8 SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

During the past decade, research on copolymer lithography began as a trickle
and has now increased to a torrent. The elementary patterning techniques first
demonstrated by Chaikin and Register have been further developed by the

(b)

(a)

Figure 9.11 Fabrication strategy employed by researchers at Toshiba. (a) 6.25 cm (2.5 inch)
HDD glass plate used for information storage. Circular lines originate from interference
colors of embossed lines. (b) SEM micrograph of CoCrPt dots formed from copolymer
template in substrate grooves. Bar ! 50 nm. (Reproduced from K. Asakawa et al. J. Photo-
polym. Sci. Technol, 15, 465 (2002) copyright (2002) with permission from J. Photopolym. Sci.
Technol).

Lithography with Self-Assembled Block Copolymer Microdomains 319

Fabrication strategy employed by 
researchers at Toshiba. (a) 6.25 cm 
(2.5 inch) HDD glass plate used for 
information storage. Circular lines 
originate from interference colors of 
embossed lines. (b) SEM micrograph 
of CoCrPt dots formed from 
copolymer template in substrate 
grooves. Bar 1⁄4 50 nm
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replication of nanoscale features into almost all kinds of materials, which
can be retrieved afterwards without structural damage. Table 5 summarizes
the various block copolymer systems studied for nanoreplication applica-
tions [35, 43, 154, 155, 159, 233, 235, 236, 239, 241].

The Russell group has applied the template synthesis approach to
nanoporous films generated from UV-treated PS-b-PMMA copolymers [43,
147, 233, 235, 241], which were pre-aligned perpendicular to the substrate by
an electric field. Through direct current electrodeposition, they fabricated
high-density vertical arrays of ferromagnetic cobalt nanowires (Fig. 10a) [43].
Through subsequent work, they also demonstrated the successful replication

Fig. 10 Schematic representation of the nanoreplication processes from block copolymers.
a Growth of high-density nanowires from a nanoporous block copolymer thin film. An
asymmetric PS-b-PMMA diblock copolymer was aligned to form vertical PMMA cylin-
ders under an electric field. After removal of the PMMA minor component, a nanoporous
film is formed. By electrodeposition, an array of nanowires can be replicated in the
porous template (adapted from [43]). b Hexagonally packed array of aluminum caps gen-
erated from rod–coil microporous structures. Deposition of aluminum was achieved on
the photooxidized area of the rod–coil honeycomb structure (Taken from [35])
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Figure 15.8. PEO-PI/inorganic phase diagram (Simon 2001).

Figure 13.8. Interfacial surfaces asso-
ciated with elementary units of the
hexagonal (C), double gyroid (G), per-
forated layer (PL), and double diamond
(D) structures calculated at the C/G
phase boundary (!N = 20, f = 0.3378).
For each structure, the distribution of
mean curvature H over the surface is
indicated using the color scale, and the
area-average !H" and standard deviation
"H of H is provided. Notice the large
values of "H in the PL and G phases,
which imply a large degree of packing
frustration perturbing the interface
away from CMC (Matsen 1996).
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Figure 21.19. Schematic drawing of Wiesner approach for synthesis of single nano-objects
with controlled shape, size, and composition. In the upper part, all themorphologies obtained
from PI-b-PEO and different amounts of metal alkoxides are shown. As displayed in the lower
part of the figure, the single ‘‘hairy’’ hybrid nano-objects of different shape are isolated by
dissolution. As indicated for the case of the cylinders, the organic part can be removed by heat
treatment, leading to a shrinkage of the aluminosilicate phase.
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Nanofiber Preparation

Nanofibers can be prepared from chemically processing either a block-segregated
copolymer solid [!"] or block copolymer cylindrical micelles [#$] formed in a block-
selective solvent. Figure !$.% depicts the processes involved to obtain nanofibers
from a block-segregated diblock solid.
The first step involves casting a film from a diblock with an appropriate com-

position so that the minority block segregates from the majority block forming
hexagonally packed cylinders. This is followed by cross-linking the cylindrical do-
mains. The cross-linked cylinders are then levitated from the film or separated
from one another by stirring the film in a solvent that solubilizes the uncross-
linked diblock.
Our literature search revealed that the first report on block copolymer nanofiber

synthesis appeared in !""& [!!]. In that report, block-segregated solids of two
polystyrene-block-poly(#-cinnamoyloxyethyl methacrylate), or PS-PCEMA, samples
were used as the precursor. The two PS-PCEMA samples used had !#'$ and !&$
units of PS and PCEMA for polymer ! and ()$ and !!$ for polymer #, respectively.
Thus, the volume fraction of PCEMA was !#&% in both samples. After film
formation from a diblock by evaporating a toluene solution slowly, the film was
annealed at "$ °C for days to ensure clean phase segregation between PS and
PCEMA. This film was then sectioned by ultra-microtoming to yield thin slices for
transmission electron microscopic (TEM) examination. Shown in the left panel
of Fig. !$.* is a TEM image of a thin section for polymer ! or PS!#'$-PCEMA!&$,

Fig. $%." Schematic illustration of the steps involved in the preparation
of diblock copolymer nanofibers from a block-segregated solid.
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Fig. $%.& Left: Thin-section TEM image of a solid PS!"#$-PCEMA!%$
sample. The dark PCEMA cylinders are slanted diagonally (from bottom
right to top left). Right: TEM image of the PS!"#$-PCEMA!%$ nanofibers
on a carbon-coated copper grid aspirated from THF.

where the subscripts denote the numbers of styrene and CEMA units, respectively
(Scheme !".!). It can be seen that the OsO#-stained dark PCEMA phase consist
of hexagonally packed cylinders dispersed in the PS matrix and that the cylinders
slant, aligned along a diagonal direction of the image. A similar PCEMA block
segregation pattern was found for polymer $. Such films were then irradiated
by UV light to cross-link the PCEMA cylindrical domains. Stirring the irradiated
samples in THF helped levitate the cross-linked PCEMA cylinders from the films
to yield solvent-dispersible nanofibers. In the right panel, a TEM image of the
resultant nanofibers is shown. It can be observed that the fibers in this sample are
still entangled.

Scheme $%.$

The groups working with Wiesner [$!], Ishizu [$$], Muller [$%] and my group
[$#], have also used chemical rather than photochemical methods to cross-link the
cylindrical domains of block copolymer solids to prepare nanofibers. To prepare
nanofibers from polystyrene-block-polyisoprene (PS-PI), we utilized a diblock that
had $$" styrene and !#" isoprene units, respectively, which corresponded to a vol-
ume fraction of !%"% for PI. The cylindrical domains were then cross-linked by
exposing the film to sulfur monochloride (Scheme !".$).
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on a carbon-coated copper grid aspirated from THF.
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by UV light to cross-link the PCEMA cylindrical domains. Stirring the irradiated
samples in THF helped levitate the cross-linked PCEMA cylinders from the films
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resultant nanofibers is shown. It can be observed that the fibers in this sample are
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The groups working with Wiesner [$!], Ishizu [$$], Muller [$%] and my group
[$#], have also used chemical rather than photochemical methods to cross-link the
cylindrical domains of block copolymer solids to prepare nanofibers. To prepare
nanofibers from polystyrene-block-polyisoprene (PS-PI), we utilized a diblock that
had $$" styrene and !#" isoprene units, respectively, which corresponded to a vol-
ume fraction of !%"% for PI. The cylindrical domains were then cross-linked by
exposing the film to sulfur monochloride (Scheme !".$).
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Fig. $%.& Left: TEM image of PS-PI nanofibers prepared from the cross-
linking of block-segregated PS!!"-PI#$" solid. The length of the white box
is $%"" nm. Right: TEM image of PS-PI nanofibers prepared from the
cross-linking of PS#%"-PI%&" cylindrical micelles.

Isolated nanofibers were obtained by separating the cross-linked cylindrical do-
mains in THF. The left panel of Fig. !".# shows a TEM image of such nanofibers.
A drawback with chemical cross-linking of block-segregated solids is the long dif-

fusion time required for the cross-linker to penetrate the film. Insu$cient reaction
time leads to non-uniform cross-linking with higher degrees of cross-linking found
close to the surfaces. Such non-uniform cross-linking can occur with photocross-
linking for the short penetration distance of the light. These complications can be
avoided by preparing nanofibers starting from block copolymer cylindrical micelles
formed in a block-selective solvent.
Figure !".% depicts processes involved in preparation of diblock nanofibers start-

ing from cylindrical micelles. Firstly, this requires the preparation of a diblock with
an appropriate composition. Then, a selective solvent has to be found that solubi-
lizes only one block of the diblock copolymer. In such a block-selective solvent, the
insoluble blocks of di&erent chains aggregate to form a cylindrical core stabilized
by chains of the soluble block. Nanofibers are obtained by cross-linking the core
chains.
A report on the preparation of block copolymer nanofibers from the cross-linking

of cylindrical micelles first appeared in !''( [)#]. The cylindrical micelles were
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is $%"" nm. Right: TEM image of PS-PI nanofibers prepared from the
cross-linking of PS#%"-PI%&" cylindrical micelles.

Isolated nanofibers were obtained by separating the cross-linked cylindrical do-
mains in THF. The left panel of Fig. !".# shows a TEM image of such nanofibers.
A drawback with chemical cross-linking of block-segregated solids is the long dif-

fusion time required for the cross-linker to penetrate the film. Insu$cient reaction
time leads to non-uniform cross-linking with higher degrees of cross-linking found
close to the surfaces. Such non-uniform cross-linking can occur with photocross-
linking for the short penetration distance of the light. These complications can be
avoided by preparing nanofibers starting from block copolymer cylindrical micelles
formed in a block-selective solvent.
Figure !".% depicts processes involved in preparation of diblock nanofibers start-

ing from cylindrical micelles. Firstly, this requires the preparation of a diblock with
an appropriate composition. Then, a selective solvent has to be found that solubi-
lizes only one block of the diblock copolymer. In such a block-selective solvent, the
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